Procurement
Reimagined
Your procurement organization faces daily challenges
in an ever-evolving and competitive market landscape.
Finite resources to support day-to-day operational
requirements. Proactively planning and executing strategic
initiatives. Critical investments in talent and technology.
The Fortune 1000 trusts ProcureAbility to support, optimize,
and transform their procurement organizations by reimagining
what is possible for their operations. With industry-leading
expertise, valuable insights, bespoke solutions, and a
comprehensive breadth of services, we work seamlessly
alongside your team to address your unique needs and
create operational efficiencies, build value, and drive growth.
Let ProcureAbility help you reimagine your procurement strategy.

Managed
Services

Advisory

Staffing and
Recruiting

Analytics

Intelligence

Drive significant
savings and accelerate
your procurement
organization’s strategic
capabilities with our
insights, expertise, and
industry best practices.

A scalable, integrated
procurement operating
model that spans all
aspects of the sourcing
and procurement process.

Source the right talent,
right now with our shortand long-term staffing
support or permanent
hire placement.

Powerful data analytics
help to increase
your procurement
effectiveness, solve
business challenges,
and create competitive
differentiation.

Industry-leading,
experience-driven
market intelligence
that helps you identify
marketplace opportunities
and drive informed
decision-making.

• Assessment and strategy

• Category management
support

• Staff augmentation

• Analytics-as-a-service

• Custom cost models

• Temporary resources for
a precise purpose

• Spend and advanced
procurement analytics

• Supply market indices

• Recruiting

• Predictive analytics

• Direct hire placement

• Artificial intelligence/
machine learning (AI/ML),
and automation
integration

• Procurement
transformation

• Sourcing execution

• Strategic sourcing and
category management

• Contract administration
and management

• Technology optimization
and enablement

• Supplier relationship
management
• Supplier performance
administration and risk
management programs

• Category intelligence
• Primary and secondary
research

• Spend visibility and
dashboards
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ProcureAbility Advantages
Our procurement experts work alongside our clients to design custom, scalable, and outcomes-based
procurement solutions focused on driving growth and providing value. We’re with you every step of the way.

Procurement
Expertise
We provide industry-leading best
practices, market research, analytics,
benchmarks, and unparalleled
subject matter expertise.

Tailored, Scalable
Approach
We're never a one-size-fitsall approach. We customize
solutions to support your
organization’s development and
transition management.

Customizable
Delivery
Our significant investments in
the latest technology provide
the innovation and flexibility to
deliver on all leading platforms.

Unbundled
Resources
We offer the unique flexibility to
add staff with or without project
management and executive
oversight.

ProcureAbility has supported many of the
most innovative procurement organizations
for more than 25 years, ranging from strategic
advisory through execution services. Our
industry-leading, innovative platform helps
our clients transform their operations, drive
growth, and reimagine what’s possible.

Cultural
Integration
Our team seamlessly integrates
with your staff to partner on
customized solutions that
compliment your unique business
model and support your needs.

Flexible
Support
Remote, on-site, temporary or
permanent–we accommodate
your needs.

Diversity, equity, and inclusion
(DEI) are core to our firm's
values. We welcome diverse
perspectives and promote and
celebrate DEI through affinity
groups, programming, training,
and inclusive recruiting. We
value and take pride in fostering
a company culture where our
colleagues can bring their
authentic self to their work.

– John Evans, CEO

YOUR PROCUREMENT EXPERTS
ProcureAbility transforms traditional consulting and
staffing models with customized, flexible solutions
to meet our clients’ unique needs and exceed
their expectations. Solely focused on procurement
since 1996. When results matter most.
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